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Minutes KAH Executive Board 
Tuesday 20 March 2018, 2pm-4pm 
The Malling School 
 

 
 
Present:- 
Sally Lees - Chair Homewood School & Sixth Form Centre 
Simon Beamish Leigh Academies Trust 
Sue Beauchamp Two Bridges School  
Neil Birch                                  The Beacon  
Alan Brookes Fulston Manor High School  
Paul Danielsen Highworth Grammar School 
Paul Luxmoore Coastal Academies Trust 
David Metcalfe  Capel-le-Ferne Primary 
Jane Partridge Northfleet Technology College 
Matthew Wright Wrotham School 
Matt Dunkley   Corporate Director, Children, Young People and Education  
Celia Buxton                             Principal Secondary and Special Improvement Adviser 
Linda Pickles                            Principal Primary Improvement Adviser 
Tony Smith Consultant  
Kate Wilson Consultant 
Sharon Batchelor Business Support Officer - KCC 
 
Apologies:- 
Graham Willett  Interim Director, Education, Quality & Standards - KCC 
Alec Jessel Communications Partner - KCC 
Heather Overton Gateway Primary Academy 
Deb Hines Joy Lane Primary 
Emma Hickling KULB 
Brendan Wall                            St Simon Stock Catholic School 
 
 

1 Apologies for absence 

Sally welcomed everyone to the meeting, apologies were given and introductions made. 

2 Minutes of previous meeting, 17 January 2018 
 

i. Approval of minutes 
 

The board agreed Sally would write to Alec Jessel to thank him for the support he has 
given to KAH, as he is leaving at the end of March.  The minutes were agreed as an 
accurate record.   
 
ii. Matters arising not covered in the agenda 
 
Progress 8 – following discussion it was agreed Ofsted and the DfE did understand the 
Kent context with regard to Progress 8.  Simon Beamish advised average EBAC APS 
would be even more changeling for High schools than Progress 8, along with Progress 6.   
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Identify cold spots, schools suitable as Teaching Schools and Teaching Schools willing to 
work with them – this was discussed at Area Boards.  Dartford for Primary and Dover were 
identified as cold spots.  The Aspiring School Teaching Fund has closed.  DASCO will 
apply in the next round, which will open in the summer term.   
 
3 Updates on development of 

 
i. the Stakeholder and Commissioning Board 

 
The Board is meeting on Thursday 22 March and KAH can influence what is on that 
agenda.  KAH have flagged up HNF and SEND and this week the NEETs strategy will be 
discussed.   
 
ii. The Education People 

 
Neil Birch gave feedback from the company board that meet on Tuesday 20 March.  
Discussion took place about deferring the launch from April to September and issues that 
caused.  Sustainable systems and structures need to be created, with input from KAH, to 
ensure service is effective for schools.  Feedback is required about what schools need 
and what they will buy back.  This is a key opportunity for KAH to shape services going 
forward.  Matt Dunkley would like to employ someone, possibly a recently retired 
Headteacher, during the summer term to work with KAH and teachers on this.    
 
It was suggested that future communications should be co-constructed with KAH, KCC 
and TEP, each co-signing as working partners.   
 
There is a 10-year plan for the company which has substantial income projections.  It 
would be helpful to match those assumptions against what schools say they want.   
Edukent does not trade with Secondary schools, but the business plan is relying on this, 
we need to know what Secondary schools will and will not buy.  The next round of Area 
Board meetings will discuss these issues.   
 
ACTION: Agenda item for Area Boards to discuss what schools want from TEP – 
Sharon/Tony 
 
4 The Education People draft communication strategy  

 
ACTION: Put in an official request to see the communication strategy – Sally 

 
5 KAH Action Plan – all moving forward. 

6 KAH funding 
 

i. Use of the funding for 2017/18 allocated by the Schools Funding Forum (paper from 
Neil Birch)  
 

A request was made for £8k to fund the fifth School Improvement Sub-group for Special 
Schools and it was agreed each Area Board would attempt to contribute £1,600 and any 
shortfall would be covered from the central pot.  Neil will meet with Sue to discuss support 
for PRUs.   
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Sally confirmed this money is for collaborative school to school support and Keith Abbott 
has a different pot for SIAs to use for individual schools.  Celia confirmed there will be an 
intervention fund, but the criteria has not yet been approved by KCC.   
 
KAH has identified recruitment and retention as a key county-wide improvement priority. 
The 2018 annual KAH conference will focus on this issue.  It is proposed that KAH 
focuses the unallocated fund of £30k against the following 3 activities: 

• Information and resources for Headteachers 

• Engaging teachers in pedagogy 

• Strategic HR training and development 
 
Following discussion, the board asked the School Effectiveness Strategy Group to take 
these ideas forward into a draft action plan.  Keith Abbott agreed money could roll over.  
 
ii Future funding 
 
Core funding of £58k will be available next year.  At the next meeting Sally and Alan will 
put forward an amended version of her paper on how £58k would break down in the 
future, to also include LLSE delivering the leadership strategy as an operational arm of 
KAH.   

 
7 Revised Terms of Reference  
 
It was agreed Vice Chairs of the Area Boards would not be required to sit on the KAH 
Executive Committee.  AEOs to be sent the agenda for Area Boards, but only attend if 
there is an item they want to be included in or if Area Boards want them there for a 
specific item.  The Chair of the Leadership Strategy Steering Group and School 
Effectiveness Strategy Group to be added to the membership of the KAH Executive 
Committee.  Tony will amend the Terms of Reference and it was agreed they would then 
be adopted. 
 
ACTION: Terms of Reference to be amended – Tony 

 
8 & 9    SEND & High Needs Funding (paper from Matt Dunkley) 

 
Discussions were held at recent area Headteacher Briefings and the feedback is being 
collated to share.  A system response is needed to the challenges due to the massive 
increase in demand and increase in spend.  Capacity needs to be created where it is 
needed.  Matt would like views of KAH on next stages of engagement and how to take this 
forward.  Matt would like to explore with schools a sustainable funding process for HNF 
from April 2019 forward.  Julie Ely is moving on and a recruitment process will replace her.   
 
10 Data on national and Kent dual and single role registrations (paper from Celia 
 Buxton) 

 
A paper was produced to clarify guidance given around this.  It gave examples of 
exceptional circumstances and numbers accepted through the digital front door.  There 
was a discussion about the emerging problems with PRU provision in different areas of 
the county.  It was agreed it was necessary to start the process of reviewing now the 
SLA’s with Management Committees due to expire in April 2019.  There are a number of 
capacity, funding and quality challenges.  Matt agreed to convene a meeting on PRU 
provision via Keith Abbott, to include, Sue, Jane, Simon, Matt and Paul Luxmoore. 
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ACTION: Agreed KAH area committees will consider a paper from KCC at upcoming 
meetings to establish direction of travel for PRU provision after April 2019. 
 
A meeting to be convened, via Keith Abbott, with Matt, Sue, Jane, Simon and Paul 
Luxmoore to discuss PRU provision - Matt 
 
i. Kent Leadership Strategy - update from Kate Wilson 

 
A meeting will be held on Wednesday 21 March to discuss the KAH and system leader 
conferences.  An email will be sent to all system leaders to gather more information about 
what they can offer, and to flag areas of expertise, as a resource for area school 
improvement sub-groups to commission support.  Work is also focusing on career 
pathway mapping in relation to Headteacher opportunities for system leaders, linking to 
information available about leadership opportunities and developments open to them.   
 
A TLIF application was submitted.  The bid focused on 3 strands, early teacher 
recruitment, middle leaders and Headteacher development.   Some strong ideas were 
generated to take forward. 
 
Kent Leaders of Governance - Kate is meeting with Suzanne Mayes, Governor Services 
Manager, and Sally to discuss governor involvement.  NLGs will be invited to attend the 
system leaders conference in July.  
 
ii. Opportunities for experienced headteachers to contribute to the system 
 
This proposal will be dealt with through the leadership strategy.  It was also suggested 
building a link into the induction procedure for new Headteachers that after a determined 
length of time they look at becoming a system leader or joining KAH.   

 
12 School Effectiveness Strategy Group  
 
i. Update from Kate Wilson and reports from Vice Chairs 
 
The group will be meeting on Thursday 22 March and feedback from the sub-group chairs 
will be given then.  The east school improvement sub-group met and three projects were 
identified for funding, a Y6-7 transition project across the east, organising a SENCO 
conference and mirroring the Teaching School’s SLE approach for high level TAs.   
 
Each area sub-group will have a spreadsheet, with all published data for schools in their 
area, and a protocol in place with headteachers agreeing to have some contextualised 
data shared with that group.  Various sources of funding, continually being updated, and 
mapping of school improvement offer from Teaching Schools, TEP and other sources, will 
be a resource also available to them.  Good practice will be shared and disseminated and 
why that practice had been successful.   
 
A proposal is being considered about central funding for recruitment and retention. 
 
Round 2 SSIF bid outcomes – there were three successful bids:- 
 
1. KS4 performance in Thanet, focusing on the transition from KS2 to KS3,  
2. KS4 performance for disadvantages pupils across the sub-region, particularly in 
 maths, 
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3. Reducing NEETs 
 
A working group has been set-up to discuss school improvement priorities for KCC, KAH, 
KMTSN and KSENT to have a collective partnership vision and a set of values to underpin 
this and how to work to build a school lead school improvement system.  An agreement 
will be drawn up for all to sign and a school improvement strategy will be developed as a 
partnership of all these organisations.   
 
13 Reports 
 
i. Reports from Chairs 
 
East Area Board – Alan Brookes – Matt Dunkley attended the meeting and a frank 
discussion was had around HNF and a letter was handed to him outlining the issues. 
 
South Area Board – David Metcalfe – clear roles were established for the school 
improvement sub-group and the Area Board.  The Area Board is to be the effective link 
with heads on the ground and the KAH Executive Committee.  To develop these 
communication strands and support the work of the leadership advocate and the 
leadership strategy.  The Area Board’s role is also to promote and collate headteacher 
responses to local and national issues.   
 
North Area Board – Jane Partridge – the board also had a frank discussion with Matt 
Dunkley and discussed what the board’s role would be if not school improvement.   
Recruitment and retention was discussed, with particular concern about the building in 
Ebbsfleet and where additional teachers would come from.   
 
ii. Report on Kent and Medway Teaching Schools Network - Paul Danielson 

 
Nine potential SSIF bids are going through.  The DfE is aware that money is not getting 
out to schools as the process is too difficult to manage and they have agreed to think 
about this before round 4.  Ashford, Gravesham and Thanet NPQs funding is now 
available until 2019-20.   
 
14 Updates 
 
i. Elections for 2018  

 
An advanced warning will appear in the E-bulletin this week.  If there is more than one 
person for a vacancy an election will need to take place, but only if there is competition.  
New members will be invited to the Area Board meetings in July when Chairs and Vice 
Chairs will be appointed ready for September.  
 
ii. KAH Conference 22 November 2018  

 
The theme will be recruitment and retention in its broadest sense.  There are a variety of 
speakers:- 
 
• Steve Munby - Values-led Leadership 
• Alison Peacock - Inspiring teachers and a love of pedagogy 
• Diana Osagie - Characteristics of courageous leadership 
• Natasha Devon - Positive Mental Health 
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The board was asked to encourage colleagues to register.  A flyer will be produced to 
share.   

 
iii. KAH Communication Strategy – Sally will meet with Kate to discuss how to take the 

newsletter forward.   
 

15 Appointments 
 

i Primary headteacher as Non-Executive Director of The Education People 
 
No names were put forward.  Feedback from Headteachers was the expected 25 days 
was too much of a commitment and governors would not agree to that level of 
commitment.  Sally will feed this back to Patrick Leeson.   
 
ACTION: Pass Headteacher feedback to Patrick Leeson about 25 day commitment 
for Primary NED – Sally 
 
ii Associate Governor of the Kent NHS Foundation Trust 
 
Matthew Wright was confirmed as the rep. 
 
16 AOB 
 
Following discussion, it was agreed Sally would invite Simon Pleace to a future KAH 
Executive Committee to discuss the WorthLess campaign currently running across the 
country.   
 
ACTION: Invite Simon Pleace to a future KAH Executive Committee to discuss the 
WorthLess campaign – Sally 
 
 
Date and venue of next meeting:  22 May 2018, 2pm-4pm at The Malling School 
 


